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ABSTRACT

Inconel 713, originally developed as a gas turbine alloy, has beer chosen as
the material for tube bundle support structures of the Prototype Ftst Breeder
Reactor (PFBR) steam generators in view of its excellent high temperature
properties, corrosion resistance and compatibility with liquid sodium. Though alloys
of 718 are reputed to possess good weldability in the context of their resistance to
post weld heat treatment cracking, heat affected zone (HAZ) and weld metal
cracking problems persist. While the HAZ cracking has been primarily attributed to
the constitutional liquation of NbC, the poor weld metal cracking resistance exhibited
by this material accrues from its wider solidification range due to the formation of a
low melting y/Laves eutectic in the intendendritic regions, which solidifies at a much
lower temperature than the bulk solidus of the alloy.
This review begins with a brief discussion on the phases present in the alloys
of 718 and its solidification metallurgy. How the problem of strain a<je cracking
during post weld heat treatment is avoided in this alloy has been highlighted. This is
followed by a brief discussion on PHACOMP (acronym for phase cormutation), a
computational procedure which has been used to correlate prediction;) based on
such a concept and the propensity of these alloys to precipitate y/Uives during
welding. The effect of alloy chemistry, primary and secondary processing on the
HAZ cracking susceptibility of alloys of 718 have been covered. Particularly the
effect of preweld heat treatments on the precipitation and segregation reactions and
how they interact to determine the extent of HAZ cracking have been explained in
detail. The effect of grain size, cold work and welding parameters such as heat input
have also been included. The weld metal cracking susceptibility of alby 718 has
been compared with other Ni-base alloys. The influence of alloying and tramp
elements on hot cracking has also been dealt with. The review concludes with a
brief consideration of welding procedures and mechanical properties of weld
deposits of alloys of 718.
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WELDABILITY OF INCONEL 718 - A REVIEW
B.G. Muralidharan, V. Shankar and T.P.S. Gill

1. Introduction

Incone! 718 , a Ni base super alloy, was developed by Eiselstein of International Nickel
Company, initially for use in the wrought condition. Now it is also used in investment cast form in
great amounts as gas turbine blades because of its retention of high strength at temperatures ranging
from 450 to 700°C complimented by excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance. The excellent
mechanical strength is attributed to the strengthening effect due to the precipitation of a unique
Ni3(NbAITi) phase. Since all investment castings are welded during their fabrication at one stage or
the other and may also require some weld repair later, it is important that the material be easily
weldable and free of cracking problems. It is in this context, Inconel 718 has gained recognition and
its arrival, in fact, heralded the first weldable precipitation hardened superalloy.
One property unique to alloy 718 is its outstanding weldability in either the age hardened or
annealed condition. While all the predecessor alloys of 718 could easily be welded in sheet-metal
thicknesses, they suffered from strain-age cracking during welding or in the postweld aging treatment.
These cracks were found in the heat affected zone (HA2) of the weldmems. This is attributed to the
fact that the majority of the superalloys contain 3 to 5 % (Al + Ti) and are strengthened by Ni3(AITi)
phase. This precipitation which is very effective in strengthening develops cracks in HAZ during
welding as it forms very rapidly and reduces ductility. This problem is avoided in Inconel 718 due to
the delayed aging response when Nb is added to the base composition, while keeping rather low
levels of Al and Ti compared to other super alloys. This addition of Nb results in the formation of a
strengthening precipitate, Ni3(NbAITi) (y"), distinctly different in morphology, composition and crystal
structure from Ni3(AITi) (/). The sluggish age hardening response of f

improves the resistance to

strain age cracking in Inconel 718 and enables to exploit the useful properties of this material in the
welded condition.
Though Inconel 718 eliminates the problem of strain age cracking, it is still prone to
intergranular cracking in HAZ of weld. Fusion zone cracking problems stil' occur under conditions of
high restraint. These problems, which were not considered us a serious drawback in some of the
earlier applications involving Inconel 718, cannot be tolerated in critical applications such as in
pressurized water systems in nuclear power plants, where it i:> a material of construction.
It is the intent of this report to discuss the issues related to weldability of Inconel 718 such as
their resistance to strain age cracking and the role of preweld hisat treatment and tramp as well as
The authors are with Materials Joining Section, Materials Development Division.

some critical alloying elements in fusion and/or HAZ intergranular cracking. But before dwelling into
the welding metallurgy of Inconei 718, a brief discussion of the phases present is provided.

2. Phases present in Inconei 718 and its solidification metallurgy [1-3]
Inconei 718, a FCC solid solution of Ni, Cr and Fe (y, the matrix) is strengthened primarily by
the coherent strains produced in its matrix by y" and y' phases, y" is the main strengthening phase
having a BCT crystal structure of the type Ni3V. It is a solid solution rich in Nb having a formula
Ni3(NbAITi), while y' has a FCC structure and is rich in Al having a formula Ni3(AITiNb). Table 1 shows
the chemical composition of Inconei 718.
Figure 1 shows the time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagram for Inconei 718 [4]. As
seen in this figure, y" and y' phases being metastable, transform to orthorhombic Ni3Nb (8) phase at
higher temperatures. The 5 phase being incoherent with y, weakens the alloy. However it helps in
preventing grain growth by pinning the grain boundaries during forging.
The y" and y' phases have distinctly different morphologies which help in their easy
identification, y" precipitates are round shaped and about 20 nm in size while y' precipitates are disc
like with an aspect ratio of 5-6. 5 phase is mostly found as plates growing on the (111) planes or
found nucleating on the grain boundaries.
The other phases which are found in Inconei 718 include carbides like Nb{Ta)C, TiC and
M6C, TiN, Laves and sigma. The Nb(Ta)C, TiC and TiN phases are inert while the Laves and sigma
phases are brittle intermetallics detrimental to mechanical properties. These phases offer an ideal
plate like morphology for easy initiation and propagation of fracture. Moreover they take away Nb
from the matrix and hinder effective y" precipitation from occurring. Added to these undesirable
features, these phases produce incipient melting and porosity during high temperature processing as
they have a lower melting point than the matrix. They have a crystal structure characterized by close
packed layers of atoms separated from one another by relatively large interatomic distances and are
usually referred to as topologically close packed (TCP) phases. The Laves phase is a size effect
intermetallic and has a chemical formula given by (Fe,Ni,Cr)2(Nb,Ti). The atoms of Fe, Ni and Cr are
smaller and enable better packing with larger atoms of Nb and Ti. The occurrence of a and M6C
phases are attributed to high Si levels of the alloy and high temperature homogenisation treatments
employed. But these phases are not found in the currently manufactured Inconei 718 alloys because
of controlled Si contents and lower homogenisation temperatures. Table 2 provides the chemical
composition and crystal structure of these phases. To understand the formation of secondary
solidification constituents such as carbides, nitrides and intermetallics such as Laves, it is important to
know the role of segregation of solutes such as Nb, Mo and Ti during solidification.

The segregation of Nb during solidification is the single most important event which
influences the stability of phases present in Inconel 718. The extent of segregation during ingot or
casting solidification is dependent on the rate of cooling; with faster cooling rates, lesser segregation
can be achieved. The solidification begins at about 1360°C with the formation of Nb, Ti and Mo lean
austenitic dendrites as they are rejected into the interdendritic regions. Concentration of Nb, Ti and
Mo leads to the formation of the thermodynamically and structurally stable phases like NbC, TiN and
Laves phases in the interdendritic regions. The solidification terminates at about 1180°C with the
formation of a y/Laves eutectic constituent. Upon further cooling, the delta phase forms which
contains about 6 - 8 % Nb at about 1050°C, followed by y" precipitation which contains about 4 % Nb
in the range 950 - 700°C. Finally y' precipitates at about 750°C at Nb concentrations < 4%. Fig. 2
shows the temperature ranges where these phases form [1].
The Laves phase, as found in cast condition, should be solutionised prior to subsequent
processing or use as it is detrimental to the mechanical properties of 718. To achieve this, prolonged
soaking in the temperature range 1065 -1080°C is recommended. Ingot breakdown is achieved by hot
working into desired shapes at about 1065°C.
For effective utilisation of 718 as a structural material in the temperature range 450 - 700°C, it
is important that the strengthening phases y" and y' be stable at these temperatures. The stability of
these phases is dependent on the % of Nb, the temperature and time of heat treatment. Hence the
Laves phase should be solutionised by a proper homogenisation cycle before the aging treatments for
y" and y' precipitation as mentioned earlier. At temperatures above 800°C and after prolonged
exposure for about 1000 hours at 700°C, the formation of delta phase at the expense of y" and y'
phases, results in the drop of mechanical properties limiting the use of 718.

3. Welding Metallurgy of Inconel 718
3.1 Strain age cmcking[5]
The problem of strain age cracking either during the welding cycle or in post weld heat
treatment is the major hurdle faced during the welding of y' hardened superalloys. Though these
alloys are welded in the solution annealed condition (1065 - 1150°C followed by water quenching) to
dissolve the phases like y' and 5, during cooling through the range of about 825°C, significant
hardening results, within a few seconds due to the rapid precipitation of y'. Subsequently, during the
welding operation, such y' precipitates present in the HAZ that experience a peak temperature in the
range of 650 • f!70°C would coarsen, thus causing further hardening, y' can dissolve in regions where
the peak temperature is above 900°C. But during post weld stress relief annealing, usually done in
the temperature range 650 - 870°, which combines stress relief with development of y', cracks
invariably form in the HAZ. This is attributed to the fact that the microstresses developed as a result

of y' precipitation added to the existing residual stresses associated with the welding process easily
approach yield stress level. As a result localized plastic deformation occurs at the grain boundaries
causing their sliding. This sliding, in turn results in the formation of voids, which eventually coalesce to
cause cracking. This type of cracking is called strain age cracking. Such type of cracks are much
larger than those normally associated with solidification or liquation type of cracks.
Fig.3 shows the age hardening response curves for several superalloys [6]. It can be seen
that alloy 718 exhibits a rather delayed age hardening response. This unique feature is due to the
sluggish precipitation kinetics of Ni3(NbAITi), the major strengthening phase. This phase thus cannot
form during ordinary welding cycles in the HAZ and stress relief can be achieved ahead of y"
precipitation during PWHT, making Inconel 718 resistant to strain age cracking. Also the strain age
cracking tendency of superalloys is known to be a function of Al and Ti content. Fig. 4 shows the
effect of Al and Ti content on strain age cracking in various superalloys [7]. As it can be seen from
this figure, Inconel 718 has the greatest resistance to this type of cracking among all precipitation
hardenable superalloys because of its lower Al and Ti content.
Although Inconel 718 is resistant to strain age cracking, it is susceptible to intergranular
cracking in the base and weld metal heat affected zones (HAZ). Under high conditions of restraint,
solidification cracking in the weld metal may also be encountered. Cracking in HAZ occurs at a subsolidus temperature when grains experiencing de-cohesion due to the presence and persistence of a
liquid film along their boundaries, tend to get pulled apart under the combined influence of thermal
and tensile stresses developed as HAZ cools down. This type of cracking, since associated with
liquation of grain boundaries is called 'Liquation Cracking1. The problems associated with this type of
cracking often lead to rejection of welded assemblies and make repair welding difficult. In fact, in
some cast products, the cracking is so extensive that the cracks are readily seen with naked eye. On
the other hand, in wrought products, these cracks can be fine enough to escape detection unless
carefully examined. NbC in wrought alloys and both NbC and Laves phase in cast alloys can liquate
to form an intergranular liquid film in the HAZ during the rapid heating cycle of welding.
Solidification cracking occurs in the weld metal during the final stages of solidification, at a
temperature close to the solidus of the alloy. As the weld metal solidifies, the prevailing nonequilibrium conditions promote Nb segregation to dendrite interstices, and extend the alloy
solidification range by terminating solidification with a y/Laves eutectic. The presence of this low
melting eutectic liquid during the final stages of solidification in the weld metal can lead to cracking in
a manner as described for liquation cracking. Hence solidification and liquation cracking in Inconel
718 are generally attributed to the presence of Nb. It should, however, be remembered that Nb
addition to Inconel 718 has alleviated the strain age cracking problem and led to the realization of the
first weldable precipitation hardened Ni-base alloy.

In the following discussions, the effect of Nb in promoting the susceptibility to these types of
cracking in Inconel 718 is described. Particularly the complex relationships existing between the
amount, distribution and stability of intergranular liquid and liquation cracking are explained in terms of
prewetd heat treatment and the associated intergranular chemistry. Firstly the solidification cracking in
the weld metal is discussed.

3.2 Solidification Cracking
Solidification cracking in weld metal occurs in alloys which have an extended solidification
range. As the weld metal cools, the alloying elements with a partition coefficient k < 1, are rejected
ahead of the solid-liquid interface. These segregants form low melting phases or eutectics along the
columnar grain boundaries. The presence of these low melting constituents impairs the ability of the
nearly solidified weld metal to withstand the tensile stresses that occur during the cooling part of
welding cycle. As a result, cracks open up along the columnar grain boundaries in the weld metal.
Alloys of Inconel 718 are susceptible to solidification cracking during welding because of the
formation of a low melting y/Laves eutectic constituent in the interdendritic interstices. Eiselstein has
made a complete study of formation of Laves phase and attributed its occurrence to the actual
cooling conditions that prevail during the solidification of castings of Inconel 718, which promote the
formation of localised Nb-rich regions [8]. It was initially believsd that cooling conditions involved in
welding would not be conducive to the formation of Laves phase. However, owing to the slow
diffusivity of Nb, Laves phase terminates solidification in weld rnetals also. It is appropriate here to
review the solidification behaviour of Inconel 7"i8, in light of some recent studies, which would explain
the formation of low melting phases in the weld metal.
3.2.1 Solidification Behaviour of Inconel 718

Knorovsky et al [9], have recently i carried out extensive investigations on solidification
behaviour of Inconel 718. They have characterized microstruc tural constituents, particularly those
associated with hot cracks, in the welri meteil using AEM identified various reaction smperatures
during solidification of alloy 718 such as their liquidu;;, sofidus temperatures us/ng DTA and
thermomechanical simulator and evaluated weld metal cracking susceptibility using Varestraint test.
Fig.5 shows a comparison o ); the Vaiesttraint test data of Inconel 718 with hastelloy C-4 and
304 stainless steel. The weld meta'i hot cracking suscep tibility of Inconel 718 is greater than alloys
such as Hastelloy C-4 and 304 stainless steel. This is because y/Laves eutectic constituent in alloy
718 extends the effective solidus temperature down to - 1 200°C, resulting in an average solidification
temperature range of ~165°O us against 70°C in the othei two alloys.

The interdendritic microstructural constituents, intimately associated with the hot cracks, were
identified to be two-phase structures of either y/Laves phase in a lamellar arrangement or y/Nb(Ti)
carbides with a blocky or 'Chinese script' morphology. The y/Laves phase was found to be the
predominant microstructural feature and it accounted for more than 90% of the total constituents
associated with the hot cracks. The terminal solidification reaction was conceived to be a simple
binary reaction of L-* y + Laves, as they did not find any carbides to be associated with y/Laves
eutectic.
Based on the analytical data obtained during this investigation, Knorovsky et al. constructed a
solidification diagram in the form of a simplified pseudo-binary using Nb content as the compositional
variable. This, in fact, is a revised version of the solidification diagram constructed first by Eiselstein
[8]. The pseudo-binary solidification diagram is shown in Fig. 6. The points 1 & 2 in this figure indicate
the solidus (1320°C) and liquidus (1363°C) temperatures of homogeneous Inconel 718 of nominal Nb
content of 5.18 wt%. The DTA tracing during the heating of the alloy showed the overlap of y/NbC
liquation reaction (at ~1258°C) with the bulk y matrix melting. The solidus temperature has been taken
to be the inflection point between these two local maxima. Fig. 7 shows schematically the sequence
of reactions during solidification of Inconel 718. The solidification initiates with the formation of
primary dendrites which reject Nb and C, thereby enriching the liquid with these solutes as shown by
step 1 in this figure. The average Nb concentration in the Nb lean primary y dendrites is about 2.6
wt%, indicated by point 3 in the Fig. 6. The continuous rejection of Nb and C (both are known to have
partition coefficients k < 1) leads to the formation of y/NbC eutectic. Step 2 in Fig. 7 shows this event.
At this stage, the liquid would be depleted in Nb and its composition would shift back towards Y phase
composition. Again enrichment of liquid in Nb occurs, as more y dendrites continue to grow (it is
assumed that vast majority of the available C was consumed while forming y/NbC eutectic, hence the
liquid is only enriched in Nb now). Step 3 in Fig. 7 describes briefly these events. As shown by step 4
in this figure, the solidification terminates with the formation of y/Laves eutectic. The Nb concentration
of y/Laves eutectic constituent is given by point 4 in Fig. 6, which is about 19.1 wt%, and takes place
at 1198°C. Point 5 and point 6 in this figure are the average concentration of Nb in the eutectic y and
eutectic Laves phases which are about, 9.3 wt% and 22.4 wt% respectively. The two important
findings of this solidification study sequence are (1) the formation of NbC from the liquid (L + y-+ L + y
+ NbC) was found to occur isothermally at 1250°C and (2) the terminal solidification constituent was
found to be a binary eutectic of y + Laves.
However, it is reported that the terminal solidification constituents contain other phases such
as borides and carbides although they may account for less than 10% of the total constituents and
their contribution to hot cracking may be negligible compared to Laves. Also the simplified binary
representation of the terminal product of solidification, although capable of explaining the liquation of
Laves phase in cast alloys, cannot explain the liquation of NbC in wrought alloys as this diagram

ignores the presence of the y/NbC constituent. Radhakrishnan et al [10] have recently presented an
alternative solidification sequence on the basis of a ternary phase diagram between y, Laves and
NbC. Such an approach is based on the following observations:
The formation of the eutectic constituent y/NbC cannot take place isothermally at 1250°C, as
the liquation of carbides has been known to take place well below this temperature. Liquation of
carbides is known to initiate at about 1200°C and complete at 1235°C in wrought alloys. In fact, the
monovariant reaction L-+ y + NbC should take place over a range of temperatures as opposed to a
single temperature in order to satisfy the phase rule.
This sequence of solidification should lead to the formation of y/NbC constituent over a range
of temperatures down till ~1200°C, where a more predominant y/Laves constituent also forms. So the
terminal solidification constituent should be an intimate three-phase eutectic mixture of y, Laves and
NbC.
The ternary phase diagram constructed by Radhakrishnan et al to explain the formation of a
terminal ternary eutectic during solidification of Inconel 718 is based on a portion of Ni-Nb-C ternary
diagram as shown in Fig. 8. In the composition triangle of Ni-NbC-Ni3Nb, it is known that the
solidification of alloys close to the Ni corner, terminates with the formation of a ternary eutectic of y (a
solid solution of Nb in Ni), NbC and Ni3Nb, as given by point e3. e, and e2 are binary eutectics
involving Ni and NbC and Ni and Ni3 Nb respectively.
On the basis of this diagram, Radhakrishnan et al conceived that the solidification in 718
should terminate with the formation of y, Laves and NbC. For this, the phase diagram in Fig. 8 has to
be slightly modified by replacing Ni3Nb with Laves phase, Ni by y (a FCC solid solution of Ni, Fe, Cr
and other substitutional elements which make up the matrix of alloy 718, FCC matrix of 718).
However, it should be mentioned here that Radhakrishnan et al did not find any experimental
evidence regarding the occurrence of NbC as one of the terminal solidification constituents as the
intergranular liquid solidified. While Knorovsky also did not find any carbides [9], Vincent found
carbides along with the y/Laves eutectic [11]. The pseudoternary diagram can account for liquation
cracking in wrought as well as cast alloys as this approach allows formation of NbC over a range of
temperatures, consistent with the requirements of a monovariant reaction.
An understanding of the composition of the terminal solidification constituent is needed as its
formation extends the solidification range of the alloys, which is undesirable from the point of view of
weld metal hot cracking. The knowledge of chemical constitution of the y/Laves eutectic constituent
has helped in identifying the elements which promote stability of these phases. Alloying elements
other than Nb are certainly needed to form Laves phase. For example, Ni-Nb system does not
contain a Ni2 Nb Laves phase. In contrast Fe forms a Laves phase, Fe2Nb, with Nb. The formation of

Laves phase is promoted by the ternary and quaternary alloying additions to the Ni-Nb ;a loy system
[9]. The tendency of alloying elements in promoting the formation of Laves phase ties in their
segregation behaviour.
In Inconel 718 weld metals, the phases commonly found are the y matrix, Laves phase and
NbC. Very small amounts borides and silicides are also known to be present. It is known from EPMA
studies that within the y/Laves eutectic constituent, the elements that segregate to the Laves phase
are Nb, Mo and Si while Ni, Fe, Cr and Ti segregate to the y matrix. It may be possible to tailor the
alloy chemistry so as to result in changes in the y/Laves constituent. For example, strong partitioning
tendency of Si to the Laves phase indicates that it favours the formation of Laves p'nase. Of course,
changes in the bulk Nb concentration would definitely affect the amounts of the y/Laves constituent.
For example, alloy 625 which has a Nb concentration of about 3.8 % shows better weld metal
cracking resistance than 718. Also changes in carbon content should influence the amount of NbC
and hence Laves.
A knowledge of the preference of various elements to partition from the matrix and form low
melting constituents like Laves can be useful in the design of a better alloy with a lesser content of
such low melting, deleterious phases. In fact such a concept has been developed to manipulate alloy
chemistry of Ni-base alloys and is called PHACOMP (acronym for PHAse COMPutation). It can also
be extended to predict weld solidification microstructures. While the concept of Cr and Ni equivalents
with the same conceptual basis has been successfully used since late 40's to understand the role of
alloying elements in stabilizing either the austenitic or ferritic phases in stainless steel weld metals,
only recently Cieslak et al [12] have used a New PHACOMP procedure to understand/predict the
formation of terminal low melting constituents in Ni-base metals. In the following, an account of
PHACOMP is given:
3.2.2 PHACOMP [12,13]

The origin of PHACOMP can be traced to the fundamental electron hole theory developed by
Pauling. Pauling developed this theory to explain magnetic properties of transition elements. Much
later in the 1950's, electron hole theory also helped to explain the TCP phases, like Laves of
composition (Fe,Ni,Cr)2(Nb,Ti). Soon it was realized that it might be feasible to utilize this theory to
predict and control the formation of TCP phases in Ni base alloys. This idea gave birth to a
computational formalism called PHACOMP, which is widely used now by Ni base alloy manufacturers
to successfully control the alloy chemistry so as to avoid the formation of TCP phases [13].
Though PHACOMP has undergone several refinements since its inception, the procedures
that must be followed to calculate the average hole number, Nv, which would help in predicting
whether an austenitic matrix (like y in Inconel 718) would precipitate a TCP or not, have remained the

same [12]. The important assumption to be made in the PHACOMP calculations is that the TCP
phases precipitate directly and only from the austenitic matrix (or else the objective of finding the
average hole no for the y matrix is lost) and it does not chemically react with other phases like
carbides, borides, or y at the time of formation. This procedure requires a knowledge of the austenitic
composition from which the TCP will form. For this the composition of all the second phases in the
alloy is estimated (In Inconel 718, phases like (Nb.Ti)C, y", y', TiN etc.,). Then the amounts of
elements consumed in these phases is calculated. The residual austenitic composition should then be
used for calculations and is given by subtracting the elements that form second phases from the bulk
alloy chemistry [13].
Based on this austenitic composition, its average d-electron energy (modified average
electron hole number, one of the several refinements that have been made in the old PHACOMP) can
be calculated using the following algebraic equation:

where x, is the atomic fraction of element i, md, the d-electron energy level of element i (Table 3
shows these values for elements found in Ni base systems) and n, the number of elements present in
the austenitic matrix
It is also required to assign a critical M d value, which can only be arrived on the basis of
empirical data obtained from vast number of commercial heats. The critical M d value for Inconel 718
has been found to be 0.926 [12]. Thus when the critical Md value is exceeded, the alloy would
precipitate TCP.
In short, New PHACOMP combines the fundamental electron hole theory to calculate the
average electron hole number of the austenitic matrix of Ni base alloys and empirical data to fix a
critical Md value which locates y/y+TCP boundary.
It is well known that Laves phase terminates solidification of Inconel 718 weld metals. Cieslak
et al [12] have shown excellent matching to exist between predictions based on PHACOMP and the
actual weld metal microstructure in different high Ni alloys such as Inconels 718 and 625 and
Hastelloys. The results obtained by them are briefly discussed.
Alloying elements in austenitic matrices form TCP phases when they exceed their solubility
limit in the matrix. Hence their segregation strongly influences such a tendency. Fig. 9 shows the
segregation patterns of the various alloying elements in Inconel 718 weld metal obtained using

EPMA. Such weld segregation patterns, obtained between two dendrites, clearly show the following
features:
1. Dendritic cores (indicated as DC in Fig.9) rich in Ni.Cr and Fe and
2. Interdendritic regions (shown as ID in Fig.9) rich in Nb, Mo
Plotted in Fig. 10 are the Md values of the y matrix between the same dendrit.es. It can be
seen that the propensity to form TCP phases is more in the Nb and Mo rich interdendritic locations as
the Md value here exceeds MaM value of 0.926.
It is true that the new PHACOMP calculations cannot be independently user/ to predict TCP
phases as segregation profiles are needed to compute Md values. Temperature dependent Mj**
values have also been established using this approach, which can be used to determine if a specific
high alloy weld metal will be stable or not during high temperature service.

3.3 Liquation Cracking
Liquation cracking is a type of cracking that occurs along grain boundaries in the HAZ. Nb
bearing austenitic alloys such as Inconel 718 are very much susceptible to this type of cracking. While
solidification cracking can take place in the fusion zone of alloy 718, when it is autogeneously welded
in conditions of high restraint, liquation cracking in HAZ can be encountered almost always if proper
precautions are not taken. During rapid heating such as involved in welding, second phase eutectic
grain boundary precipitates such as y/Laves or y/NbC present in the HAZ of alloy 718, do not get
sufficient time to dissolve into the matrix. As the temperatures easily exceed the eutectic
temperatures of these grain boundary constituents in the HAZ, their dissolution in the matrix has to
take place through liquation as per the requirements of the phase diagram. Hence this type of
liquation is referred to as constitutional liquation. Constitutional liquation does not involve the actual
melting of these constituents, rather it involves the liquation of the interface between y matrix and
these constituents. While Laves phase liquates at 1160°C, the carbides liquate at a higher
temperature. It is known that cast alloy 718 exhibits a greater nil ductility range on cooling than the
wrought product (160°C vs 70°C respectively from the Nil Strength Temperature) which is a measure
of a greater weld HAZ intergranular cracking susceptibility [14].
The constitutional liquation of NbC is different from that of Laves in the sense that the liquid
associated with NbC is not molten carbide. As the carbide attempts to dissolve into the matrix,
through the back diffusion of Nb & C, a Nb-Ni eutectic liquid starts forming. Recent studies on this
quenched liquid in the wrought alloys of 718 have shown that their composition is nearly the same as
that of the liquid which solidifies as the Laves phase in cast alloys of 718, with carbon probably
forming an interstitial solid solution [15]. Such type of constitutional liquation of carbides is known to
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occur in several alloy systems like Hastelloy X, Inconel 600, 18% Ni Maraging stee!, Incoloy 800,
Austenitic Alloy A 286 and D9. The events that lead to intergranular cracking due to NbC liquation are
schematically shown in Fig. 11 {16].
The problem of liquation cracking has received considerable attention of various researchers
since mid sixties leading to a better understanding of the relationship existing between intergranular
liquid and other variables such as primary and secondary processing of alloy and bulk chemistry.
One of the earliest studies on intergranular cracking in Ni-base alloy, Inconel (Ni, 77.5%, Cr,
15.2%, Fe, 6.4%) concluded that alloys show more susceptibility to cracking when their impurity (P,
S) concentrations are high and grains are large [17]. Duvall et al [18,19] investigated intergranular
cracking susceptibility of Ni-base alloys such as Udimet 700, Waspalloy, Hastelloy and Inconel 718
and presented evidence of liquation in the vicinity of carbide particles. E.G. Thompson brought out the
relationships between liquation cracking and alloy chemistry [20], He found that the thermal
processing of alloy prior to welding also to exert an influence. He suggested that the cracking which
was found to initiate at about 1150°C and immediately at 1205°C, was associated with liquation of
Laves phase, possibly with contributions from carbides and silicides. He recommended proper mill
processing procedures which can minimise cracking such as controlling grain size and solutionising
Laves phase. Gordine also attributed intergranular cracking susceptibility to the liquation of Laves
phase. Valdey and Steinman investigated the effect of heat treatment, relative to a high temperature
solution treatment of 1065°C, on liquation cracking [21]. They found liquation cracking to be
exacerbated after a 1065°C solution treatment.
While these studies pointed out the role played by heat treatment, impurity concentration and
grain size in dictating the liquation cracking susceptibility, they did not elaborate the underlying
mechanisms. The studies that have been carried out since eighties, particularly by Thompson and
Radhakrishnan, have helped to understand the mechanisms by which these variables interact to
influence liquation cracking.
The intergranular cracking susceptibility of HAZ has long been related to the wetting
characteristics of the intergranular liquid along the grain boundaries. In fact, the mere presence of an
intergranular liquid does not make an alloy prone to liquation cracking. The liquation cracking
susceptibility, during welding, is determined more by the distribution of the intergranular liquid and its
stability upon cooling to a temperature when stresses begin to develop in the HAZ.
Borland [22] has shown that the liquid distribution along grain boundaries can be
quantitatively described by means of the dihedral angle that the liquid makes with the grain
boundaries and is related to the interfacial energies of the liquid and solid phases concerned by the
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following equation:
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where ySL is the solid-liquid surface energy, ytt is the grain boundary surface energy and 8 is the
dihedral angle.
From this equation, it can be seen that YSL, determines the wetting characteristics of an
intergranular liquid and it can be correlated with the dihedral angle, 9. Fig. 12 shows the effect of
dihedral angle on intergranular liquid distribution. For 9 > 90°, the liquid tends to spheroidize and
remain in isolated packets allowing solid bridging between adjacent dendrites. Intergranular liquids
with high surface energy/tension would behave so, thereby diminishing crack susceptibility even if
cracks initiate from such liquid globules, as their propagation is hindered in the absence of a
favourable liquid distribution along the solidified dendritic boundaries. On the other hand, intergranular
liquids having a low surface energy/tension would readily spread along grain boundaries making a
small dihedral angle, as shown in the Fig. 12, enhancing the crack susceptibility. The dihedral angle,
which thus describes liquid distribution has been known to be a function of temperature, stress and
importantly trace elements [22]. The liquid distribution in the HAZ also depends on such variables.
Amidst the role played by low melting phases like NbC and Laves and heat treatments in
determining the amount of intergranular liquid in Ni-base alloys, the relationships between distribution
of this liquid and grain boundary segregation of trace elements such as sulphur have been almost
neglected. In fact, recent studies have shown that the variation of intergranular cracking susceptibility
of Inconel 718 with heat treatments is related to the amount and more importantly the distribution and
the stability of intergranular liquid. This implicitly means that the kinetics of second phase precipitation
and impurity segregation interact to determine the extent of hot cracking. The role of impurity
elements in promoting intergranular cracking susceptibility when they segregate to grain boundaries is
attributed to two significant influences they exert, namely on the distribution and the stability of the
intergranular liquid, as given below :
1.

When liquation takes place in the HAZ, these impurities and associated constituents such as

sulfides, can lower the solid-liquid interfacial energy, thus assisting the liquid to spread along grain
boundaries and
2.

These impurities may also modify the intergranular liquid chemistry, so as to prevent an

isothermal type resolidification and thus increasing the temperature range over which the liquid can
remain stable as the HAZ cools down.
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In the following sections, correlations between the kinetics of impurity segregation and
intergranular cracking susceptibility are reviewed in terms of preweld heat treatment, sulphur and
carbon contents and grain size.
3.3.1 Effect of Preweld Heat Treatment

It is known from several studies that both high temperature solution annealing (1065-1093°C)
and age hardening (625-650°C) treatments promoted susceptibility of Inconel 718 to intergranular
cracking. But a low temperature solution annealing at 927°C was found to greatly diminish
intergranular cracking. Spot Varestraint crack measurements have shown that the solution annealed
material (927°C) had better crack resistance than the high temperature solution annealed (10651093°C) and age hardened (625-650cC) materials. It should be mentioned here that, hot ductility
experiments established that irrespective of the preweld heat treatment, intergranular liquid formed at
the same temperature in both the samples[23]. Initially correlations were drawn between the amount
of free Nb and volume fraction of intergranular liquid. Thus in the solution annealed material (927CC),
it appeared that due to the presence of Ni3Nb there was a reduction in the amount of free Nb in the
matrix and hence in the grain boundary. This might have resulted in the reduction of intergranular
liquid volume fraction. While this reasoning offered a tentative explanation to the better crack
resistance exhibited by the material in the solution annealed condition, it failed to account for the
relatively poor crack resistance shown by the material in the age hardened condition. As the age
hardening promotes the formation of y" and f precipitates, more Nb would be involved in these
precipitates leaving matrix and grain boundary short of free Nb and should result again in the
reduction of intergranular liquid and hence cracking. But experimental observations proved otherwise.
Systematic experiments were carried out to find out if the kinetics of second phase precipitation really
influenced intergranular cracking susceptibility [4]. For this specimens were subjected to age
hardening and solution annealing heat treatments for various time periods. While the formation of y"
and i precipitates during age hardening was correlated with increase in hardness, the increase in
volume fraction of Ni3Nb that formed during solution annealing was determined through microscopy.
The specimens were removed after different heat treatment schedules and their intergranular
cracking susceptibility was tested using the spot Varestraint test. The results showed that the
changes in the intergranular cracking susceptibility were almost independent and cannot be correlated
with second phase precipitation kinetics involved in the heat treatments.
However, microstructura! studies carried out on specimens subjected to simulated HAZ
heating cyde so as to cause liquation followed by quenching have provided evidences about a
reaction involving dissolution of second phase precipitates before the onset of intergranular liquation
implying that the^relationships between the kinetics of second phase precipitation and intergranular
cracking susceptibility have to be given significance [24]. In the solution annealed material,
constitutional liquation of NbC at 1200°C was found to occur after an isothermal hold of 3.6 seconds
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during which dissolution of Ni3Nb occurred. This delay in the liquation process could explain the lesser
intergranular cracking susceptibility of the solution annealed material. On the other hand in the age
hardened material, there was an indication of a grain boundary liquation, not involving the
constitutional liquation of NbC, which occurred without any delay at 1200°C. This instantaneous grain
boundary liquation of the age hardened material explains its greater intergranular cracking
susceptibility.
These studies have established the powerful influence of preweld heat treatment in
controlling hot cracking. In fact it is now known that preweld heat treatment exerts a greater influence
on hot cracking in HAZ than an increase in sulphur or carbon contents and is discussed in the
following section in light of further studies carried out by Thompson et al.

3.3.2 Relationship between preweld heat treatment and contents of carbon and sulphur
3.3.2.1 Effect of carbon (251
It is true that an increase in carbon content in cast 718 alloy increases the volume fraction of
the liquating NbC phase and thus enhances its crack susceptibility. However, after heat treatment,
the cracking susceptibility cannot be related to the amount of liquating phases as heat treatments
dictate the distribution and stability of intergranular liquid in the HAZ and hence cracking. The
liquation cracking susceptibility of Inconel 718 with two differing carbon contents, namely a low carbon
alloy (0.02 wt%) and a high carbon alloy (0.06 wt%) have been studied varying the pre-weld heat
treatment (1093°C, 927°C, 650°C, 1093°C + 927°C and 1093°C + 650°C, for 1 hr at each of these
temperatures) using spot Varestraint test. Volume fraction measurements of carbides and Laves were
carried out for the as-cast and heat treated samples prior to spot Varestraint test. Microstructural
studies were carried out to study the distribution of intergranular liquid as a function of temperature
during cooling of the HAZ using thermal simulation.
The detrimental effect of increased bulk carbon concentration on intergranular cracking
susceptibility is shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen from this figure that carbon independently increases
the intergranular cracking susceptibility regardless of sulphur content. The increase in carbon content
from 0.02 to 0.06 wt% accompanied an increase of carbides by 70%. However, there was no such
correlation between volume fraction of Laves phase and bulk carbon concentration.
The effect of heat treatment on liquation cracking susceptibility of both low carbon and high
carbon alloys of 718 with a sulphur content of 0.009 wt% is shown in Fig. 14. With respect to the
1093°C heat treatment, the 1093 + 650°C heat treatment aggravates the liquation cracking problem,
while 1093 + 927°C heat treatment diminishes the same. Table 4 provides the volume fraction of the
liquating phase of Laves and carbides for as-cast and heat treated, low and high carbon Alloys of 718
with sulphur content of 0.009 wt%.
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All heat treatments reduced the volume fraction of both Laves and carbide phases. The 1095
+ 650°C, heat treatment, in particular resulted in a lesser amount of liquating phases as compared to
1095 + 927°C heat treatment. However, 1095 + 650°C heat treatment resulted in a 23% increase in
liquation cracking while 1095 + 927°C produced an opposite effect, namely a 22% decrease in
liquation cracking.
The results as obtained above are explained in the following:
Interqranular cracking in as cast material
In the as-cast material, the intergranular cracking increases with increase in carbon content.
This can be explained on the basis of intergranular liquid film thickness and its stability during cooling
as studied using Gleeble thermal simulation. Increase in carbon promotes formation of more NbC
which in turn produces a thicker grain boundary liquid in HAZ during rapid heating. Also the
intergranular liquid is more stable, in the high carbon alloy, on cooling to a lower temperature than in a
low carbon alloy. As intergranular cracking is dependent on the presence of an intergranular liquid
and its stability upon cooling to a temperature where tensile stresses start developing in HAZ, the
high carbon alloy is more susceptible to intergranular cracking.
Intergranular cracking in cast material after heat treatment
An attempt to correlate the amount of liquating phases with intergranular cracking is a futile
exercise after heat treatments. It may be intuitively thought that the material which underwent 1095 +
927°C heat treatment might contain lesser volume fraction of liquating phases, as it exhibits better
crack resistance than the material heat treated using the 1095 + 650°C cycle. However the 1095 +
927°C treatment enhances the crack resistance of the material despite resulting in a higher amount of
liquating phases. Hence after heat treatments no correlation exists between the amount of liquating
phases and intergranular cracking.
3.3.2.2 Effect of sulohur 1261

Fig. 13 shows the intergranular cracking susceptibility of cast Inconel 718, as a function of
sulphur content also for two different bulk carbon levels, as determined by spot Varestraint test. As
can be seen from this figure, increase in sulphur content from 0.0008 to 0.009 wt%, irrespective of the
carbon content, increases the intergranular cracking susceptibility. Fig. 15 also shows the
intergranular cracking susceptibility of the 0.009% sulphur alloy as a function of heat treatment for
different carbon contents. Taking the as-cast material data as the base line intergranular cracking
data, it can foe seen that solution annealing at 927"C reduces the intergranular cracking susceptibility
to a minimum, while the combined heat treatment of 1095 + 650°C, the typical age hardening
treatment, increases the intergranular cracking susceptibility, to a maximum among the heat
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treatments employed. This effect of heat treatment in increasing intergranular cracking susceptibility
is three times more potent than the effect caused by an increase in sulphur content. Also it can be
seen from this figure that while the combined heat treatment of 1095 + 927°C has not significantly
altered intergranular cracking susceptibility, both 1095°C and 650°C heat treatments, individually,
have increased intergranular cracking susceptibility.
The difference in intergranular cracking susceptibility due to pre-weld heat treatments has to
be interpreted in terms of the precipitation and segregation reactions involved in these heat
treatments. As mentioned earlier, correlations between the amount of liquating phases and hot
cracking hold good only in the as-cast condition of the material. The effect of preweld heat treatment
on hot cracking can be best understood from recent studies conducted on the kinetics of intergranular
liquation in HAZ of alloy 718. These studies have identified a liquation mechanism not involving NbC
or Laves to occur, which is very much dependent on the pre-weld heat treatment.
3.3.3 Effect of Preweld Heat Treatment - The Current Understanding [27J

It is well known that the solution annealed material of alloy 718 (927°C/1 hr followed by water
quenching) has better crack resistance in HAZ during welding than the homogenized (1093°C/15 min,
Air cool) or homogenized and aged (1093°C/5 min, air cool to R.T, 650°C/2 hr) materials. In order to
understand the liquation mechanisms in these materials which would explain the differences in
intergranular cracking susceptibility, isothermal liquation studies have been carried out using Gleeble
thermal simulation. It was found from these studies that the solution annealed material, when heated
to a peak temperature of 1200°C, did not show immediate liquation and the liquation of NbC initiated
only after an isothermal hold of 3 seconds. While this delay can explain the better crack resistance
exhibited by the solution annealed material, it was found that carbides did not liquate in the
homogenized and aged material also. However, a grain boundary liquation not involving liquation of
carbides was seen to occur immediately in this material. In the homogenized material the liquation of
carbides and a grain boundary liquation not involving carbides were seen to occur instantaneously at
a peak temperature of 1200°C. Table 5 provides a summary of these liquation behaviours at 1200°C,
1215°C and 1227°C. The different liquation behaviours are explained in terms of the ability of the preweld heat treatment in controlling precipitate formation, impurity and solute segregation.
Solution Annealed Material
Liquation Due to NbC
It has been found that, liquation of carbides does not occur immediately when solution
annealed material is rapidly heated to the carbide liquation temperature of about 1200°C. Isothermal
studies at this temperature have shown that constitutional liquation of NbC occurred only after the
dissolution of Ni3Nb precipitates. This can be explained on the basis of precipitation/dissolution
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kinetics of NbC and its dependence on the presence of Ni3Nb. Fig. 16 shows the stability of phases
like NbC, Ni3Nb in Inconel 718 at various temperatures. It can be seen that the dissolution of MC
carbides increases in between 927-980°C where Ni3Nb phase precipitates and precipitation of the
carbides occurs in between 980-1040°C, where Ni3Nb phase dissolves.
During rapid heating to the liquation temperature of NbC, Ni3Nb precipitates dissolve in the
matrix and produce. Nb-rich areas in the vicinity of the NbC particles. This Nb enrichment would keep
NbC particles in precipitation mode rather than dissolution mode as the kinetics of Ni3Nb phase
dissolution would promote precipitation of NbC as shown in Fig. 16. However, continued isothermal
hold will lead to a decrease in Nb level around the carbide particles due to diffusion of Nb into the
matrix. When the Nb concentration falls below a critical value, dissolution of NbC and hence liquation
is initiated. This delay in liquation explains the better crack resistance of the solution annealed
material, as evident from spot Varestraint crack count.
Liquation due to Solute Segregation
The absence of Laves phase, which is a product of resolidification of intergranular liquid along
some liquated grain boundaries in the HAZ drew attention to grain boundary liquation by mechanisms
other than those involving NbC. In such liquated grain boundaries which were devoid of Laves phase,
the characteristic features associated with liquation process, such as grain boundary curvature
reversals could be seen. Energy dispersive spectroscopic analysis has established that such liquated
regions are rich in Nb. It is known that heat treatments, can promote segregation of solute to grain
boundaries which can result in the depression of solidus temperature.
However, recent Auger Electron Spectroscopic studies on intergranularly fractured alloy 718
in the solution annealed condition, have shown that solution annealing treatment did not cause
enrichment of grain boundaries with solute atoms. However, during a rapid heating cycle, solute
segregation may occur. But a dynamic segregation of Nb is unlikely as the grain boundaries start
migrating rapidly during this rapid heating as studies have revealed that grain growth occurs
immediately in the absence of grain boundary liquation in the solution annealed material. Such a grain
growth is some what retarded in the homegenised and aged ailoy where there is immediate liquation.
It is probable that during dissolution of Ni3Nb precipitates, submicroscopic NbC particles may
have precipitated in regions away from coarse carbides. These submicroscopic NbC particles could
liquate in regions away from coarse carbides. So grain boundary liquation at these locations also
seems to be due to the liquation of carbides only, though the resolidification product, namely Laves,
could not be detected.
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Homogenized Alloy
Liquation due to NbC
The constitutional liquation of NbC occurs without any delay in homogenized alloy due to lack
of dissolving precipitates which can impede liquation of carbides as in the solution annealed material.
Liquation duejo Solute Segregation
Spot Varestraint tests have shown that intergranular cracking to occur in the HAZ of
homogenized material far from the fusion line, which did not experience a peak temperature sufficient
to liquate the carbides. Microstructural observations have provided evidences such as grain boundary
migration near the cracks which result due to liquation, involving a liquation mechanism different from
that of NbC liquation. The same microstructural features were seen in Gleeble test results also, when
the samples were quenched from 1200°C and 1215°C without any isothermal hold.
It is possible that solute segregation can occur to a greater extent in the homogenized alloy
than the solution annealed alloy due to the higher free Nb content in the material. It is true that the
equilibrium segregation of Nb could be reduced as driving force for such segregation decreases at
high temperatures. But the critical solute content required for liquation also decreases at
temperatures above the terminal eutectic of the alloy system. As Nb is a melting point depressant
such a segregation can cause a depression in the solidus temperature and hence liquation.
In addition to the equilibrium segregation as discussed above, non-equilibrium segregation of
Nb can also occur during heating cycle, by the dissolution of NbC along grain boundaries before the
onset of constitutional liquation of NbC. Such solute segregation at grain boundaries can again cause
liquation. These mechanisms are of importance in grain boundaries of HAZ far away from fusion line
where temperatures are not high enough to liquate carbide particles.
Homogenized and Aged Alloy
Liquation due to NbC
The constitutional liquation of carbides in the homogenized and aged alloy is delayed, as in
the case of solution annealed alloys, due to the presence of y" precipitates. The liquation of NbC is
impeded till the dissolution of y" precipitates. However, the material in this heat treated condition is
not crack resistant as liquation due to solute segregation, as described below, occurs immediately.
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Liquation Due to Solute Segregation
It is known from recent studies that in homogenized and aged condition, the grain boundaries
are saturated with sulphur. The instantaneous grain boundary liquation that is observed in this alloy
during rapid heating to 1200°C could be due to liquation of such sulphur enriched grain boundaries.
Table 6 summarises the effect of preweld heat treatment on hot cracking.

3.3.4 Effect of Grain Size

The effect of grain size in controlling extent of hot cracking has been studied in detail by
Thompson et al [16]. In a carefully planned experimental approach, the effect of increase in grain size
on hot cracking was studied using a grain growth annealing temperature of 1166 ± 6°C for various
time periods. This high temperature was chosen for grain growth studies as it minimizes intergranular
segregation and maximizes homogenization. To further isolate other contributions to hot cracking,
other than grain size, the specimens were quenched after the heat treatment so as to prevent
precipitation of other phases. The intergranular cracking susceptibility of resultant materials with grain
sizes varying from 5 to 235 |im were studied using spot Varestraint test. The fact that grain growth
occurs in the HAZ during welding and alters the grain size prior to intergranular cracking was not
overlooked and correlations were drawn between the HAZ grain size and intergranular cracking.
Fig. 17 shows the results obtained in the spot Varestraint test. The total crack length has
been plotted as a function of HAZ grain size at different strain levels. These results show that
intergranular cracking is linearly dependent on grain size and the relationship between these two is
independent of the strain level. The effect of grain size on intergranular cracking has been explained
on the basis of the amount of intergranular liquid and grain boundary sliding. A large grain size would
lead to a thicker liquid layer, as segregation of liquating phases per unit area will be more. Grain
boundary sliding, which occurs at high temperatures and slow strain rates, can be promoted in the
presence of an intergranular liquid. If the grain size is large, the interface sliding length will be more
which would easily initiate microcracks at grain boundary triple points. In the presence of large
intergranular liquid, these microcracks can propagate easily.
The effect of increased grain size in promoting HAZ intergranular cracking is more
pronounced in cast alloys than the wrought ones. This is because, wrought alloys can be easily
processed to possess a grain size finer than ASTM # 6 to alleviate intergranular cracking, unlike cast
alloys [28].
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3.3.5 Effect of Cold Work

It is a general practice to anneal materials which have undergone forming operations such as
bending, rolling, drawing etc., before welding. Especially in case of precipitation hardenable Ni-base
alloys, it is very important to avoid any sort of residual stress prior to welding to avoid strain age
cracking. However in case of Inconel 718, which is immune to strain age cracking, a prior cold work of
30-40% has been found to minimise intergranular cracking during welding of 5-8 mm thick sheets
[29], During welding, the HAZ of such materials undergo recrystallisation which enables grain
boundaries to migrate away from low melting phases and elements, causing a reduction in the extent
of liquation cracking.
3.3.6 Effect of heat Input
Use of low heat inputs, in general, is expected to improve weldability as it reduces the volume
of weld metal that solidifies thereby decreasing thermal strain and promotes faster cooling rates which
minimises segregation. However, in Inconel 718, such low heat inputs have been found to increase
hot cracking in HAZ, though they reduce fusion zone cracking, as demonstrated in the case of
electron-beam welds [29,30]. In contrast, high heat inputs could possibly minimise extent of hot
cracking in the HAZ (but at the risk of enhanced hot cracking in the fusion zone and poor mechanical
properties). Such a behaviour can be understood from the isothermal liquation studies recently
conducted by Radhakrishnan et al [27], These studies have shown that during isothermal hold at
various temperatures (1175 -1227°C) for time intervals from 0 to 18 seconds, a gradual reduction in
the volume fraction of NbC liquid took place over the period of hold time. Such reduction in the
amount of the liquid during cooling of HAZ could considerably improve cracking resistance. It is
possible that such a situation is more likely to be encountered during the slow cooling associated with
high heat inputs.
Heat input also dictates mechanical properties of weld deposits. Table 7 shows the different
properties of weld deposits made using Inconel 82 filler metal [31]. Fig 18 shows the ultimate tensile
strength (UTS) and 0.2 % proof stress (oy) as a function of heat input. As seen from this figure, ay is a
more sensitive function of heat input as there is a 35% increase associated with it when heat input is
decreased from 4.1 to 0.2 kJ/mm, while UTS recorded a 10% increase under the same conditions. No
such definitive trend was observed for other properties such as ductility and impact toughness as a
function of heat input. The effect of heat input on grain size also showed a similar behaviour, except
that the lowest heat input resulted in the finest grain size and vice versa.
The weld solidification structure depends on the rate of cooling which in turn is controlled by
heat input. While a low heat input promotes faster solidification rate and hence a finer weld structure,
an increase in heat input coarsens the weld structure which reduces its oy. This reasoning suggests
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that there would be a good correlation between oy and columnar grain diameter. However this fit
resulted in a correlation coefficient of 0.90 - 0.95. A much better correlation was found to exist
between ay and dendrite arm spacing (with a correlation coefficient of 0.97 - 0.99) which is shown in
Fig. 19. An increase in heat input increases the dendrite arm spacing which reduces ay. Such an
effect of heat input should also be considered while welding Inconel 718.

3.4 Effect of Alloy Composition on Weldability
While the base metal HAZ intergranular cracking susceptibility of Inconel 718 can be
minimised by appropriate heat treatments prior to welding, the weld metal cracking susceptibility can
be controlled only with a better alloy design. As mentioned earlier, Inconel 718 has a poor weld metal
hot cracking resistance compared to stainless steels such as 304 and Hastelioys like C-4, because of
its higher solidification range [9]. The y/Laves eutectic terminates solidification in this alloy at 1198CC,
extending the solidification range by 165°C. From the point of view of an effective utilization of Inconel
718 and related Ni-base alloys, as welding consumables (such as filler metal or covered electrodes
involving joining of Inconel 718 and other Ni-base alloys with themselves or welding dissimilar metals
or overlay cladding,) it is important to understand the effect of various alloying elements on
weldability.
The major low melting phases, generally found in Inconel 718, are y/Laves and y/NbC eutectic
constituents. At present it is not clear whether the terminal solidification constituent in Inconel 718 is a
binary eutectic of y + Laves or a ternary eutectic of y + Laves + NbC. However, y/NbC is known to
liquate at higher temperatures than y/Laves, as HAZ simulation studies have shown that wrought
alloys with y/NbC exhibit better HAZ cracking resistance than cast alloys with y/Laves and y/NbC [14].
Knorovsky has carried out solidification studies using DTA and showed y/NbC to start solidifying at a
higher temperature than y/Laves, between 1230-1260°C is several heats of Inconel 718 [9].
As y/Laves extends the solidification, its prevention during welding would lead to better weld
metal cracking resistance. The Laves phase is a Nb-rich, size effect intermetallic (with a Nb content of
about 22.4%, whereas the bulk Nb content of the alloy is 5.25%) and its formation is dependent on
other alloying elements as well. The elimination of Nb from filler metals could prevent the formation of
Laves but the resulting weld metal might prove to be a weak link in the structure as it would have a
lower strength than the precipitation strengthened base metal/Alternative approaches are reducing
the amount of y/Laves phase by reducing Nb content (apparently by making a compromise with weld
properties) or replacing y/Laves with y/NbC which would reduce the solidification temperature range.
The studies carried out by Cieslak et ai [32] on Alloy 625 (a solid solution strengthened alloy with a
nominal Nb content, 3.6 wt%) exploring interactive mechanisms among Nb, C and Si in determining
the amount and type(s) of terminal eutectic constituent and their effect on weldability are very relevant
to be described here. The possible effects of changes in alloy composition on Laves phase in alloy
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718 will be discussed. The interaction among deleterious impurities such as S and P with beneficial
elements like Mn, Si, Al and Ti are further discussed based on the studies carried out by Savage et al
[33] in alloy 600 and Kelly [34] on cast 718. The influence of other elements such as Fe, Mo and B
are also included in these discussions.
3.4.1 Effect of Nb, C and SI [32]

It has been found that Nb-free alloy of 625 have better weld metal cracking resistance than
Nb-bearing alloys as they have a narrower solidification range due to the absence of interdendritic
constituents such as y/Laves or y/NbC. Even in these alloys, an increase in carbon and silicon
contents, from 0.005 wt% to 0.035 wt% and 0.01 to 0.46 wt% respectively, increases the solidification
range and hence susceptibility to weld metal cracking. More relevant to the current discussion is the
influence of C and Si on weld metal cracking susceptibility of Nb-bearing alloys of 625. Table 8 ranks
the alloys in the order of their weldability as determined by Varestraint test. The minor solidification
constituents and their temperatures of solidification as identified by AEM and DTA techniques
respectively are provided here. The liquidus and solidus temperatures of the y matrix are also
indicated. The reaction temperatures for alloy 718 are also shown.
At a first glance on this Table, it might seem that alloy 2 would show greater resistance to
weld metal cracking than other alloys, as the relatively high melting y/NbC terminates its solidification.
However, it is not true as weldability tests have shown that alloy 1 exhibits better weld metal cracking
resistance compared to other alloys including alloy 2 despite having an extended solidification range.
It is to be noted here that DTA studies have also shown that the volume fraction of the terminal
solidification constituent was the lowest in alloy 1 which has low contents of C and Si. It may be
recalled that apart from extended solidification range, amount and distribution of terminal liquid also
contribute significantly to weld metal cracking. The carbon addition in alloy 2, though replaces y/Laves
with t/NbC and reduces solidification range, promotes a higher volume fraction of terminal
solidification constituent to form. The difference in the amounts of the terminal solidification
constituents of alloy 1 and 2 can explain the better weldability of alloy 1. In alloy 3, where the carbon
content is low and Si content is high, the solidification is terminated by y/Laves again; also another
minor constituent, y/M6C, precedes its formation. The formation of Mo-rich M6C carbides is known to
be strongly assisted by Si. Si also promotes the formation of y/Laves phase. The weldability of alloy 3
is comparable to alloy 2. When both carbon and silicon contents are high as in alloy 4, both y/Laves
and y/NbC constituents form. Alloy 4 is the most susceptible to weld metal cracking among the alloys
investigated in this study.
While it may be still possible to find an optimum content of carbon which can replace Laves
with NbC as well as minimise the amount of the terminal solidification product, it should be mentioned
here about some possible consequences of such increase in carbon contents. Increase in carbon
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contents can additionally introduce problems such as embrittiement due to graphitisation and
intergranular corrosion in the weld HAZ, as explained below. In the absence of effective carbide
forming elements such as Ti, Nb or Cr, carbon precipitates as graphite in high Ni alloys. While such
graphitisation is certainly ruled out in Inconel 718, intergranular corrosion can very well occur due to
Cr depletion around Cr-rich carbides. Such carbides can precipitate and sap Cr from matrix to leave
Cr-lean regions prone to intergranular corrosion either during prolonged service at low temperatures
(< 400°C) in the presence of oxygenated water encountered in boiling water reactors or during PWHT
of welds accompanying stress relief with age hardening at 650°C. Alloy 82 is usually preferred for
such applications as it exhibits a much better resistance to intergranular corrosion than alloys 182 and
718 because of its high Cr and low Fe and C contents.
Table 9 shows Fe, Cr and C contents in the filler metals of 82, 182 and 718. It is known that
high Fe and low Cr contents increase the activity of carbon. Such an increase in carbon activity
depletes Cr around Cr-rich carbides. It has been shown in case of alloy 182 that intergranular
corrosion is encountered at places where Cr content falls below 12%. Also welds of 82 have been
found to become susceptible to intergranular corrosion if they pick up carbon ( 0.06%) during the
welding process [35]. This point has to be borne in mind regarding carbon content in Ni-base filler
metals and their weld deposits.
In the following section, comparison of the constitution of Laves phase in alloys of 625 and
718 is made with a view of bringing out the influence of various alloying elements in promoting Laves
phase.
3.4.2 Effect of Alloy Composition on Laves Phase [9,10,32]

Laves phase is a size effect intermetallic of general formula A2B, where A elements are Ni, Cr
or Fe which are about 20-30% smaller than the B elements such as Nb, Mo, Ti or Si. The smaller
atoms enable better packing efficiency along a specific direction resulting in a complex lattice
structure composed of close packed layers of atoms with large interplanar spacing. That is why Laves
and similar intermetallic phases are generally referred to as topologically close packed phases (TCP).
These phases are inherently hard due to lack of multiple slip systems and hence facilitate easy
propagation of cracks. Their presence, therefore, degrades mechanical properties appreciably. Also
as mentioned earlier, these phases extend solidification range of the alloys promoting their
susceptibility to weld metal cracking.
Laves phase in Ni-base alloys forms when alloying elements such as Nb, Mo, Si and Ti
exceed their solubility limit in the austenite matrix. Though Nb is singled out as the major culprit
forming Laves phase, it has to combine with other alloying elements as well. Table 10 shows the
average chemical composition of Laves phase in both the alloys of 625 and 718 as against their bulk
composition [9,32]. In both the alloys the strong partitioning of Nb and Si is clearly evident as the
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concentration of these elements in Laves phase is about 5 times more than their bulk concentration
values. Mo and Ti also segregate but to a lesser extent than Nb or Si. On the other hand, the
contents of Ni, Cr and Fe in Laves phase are lower than their bulk concentration values. In case of
alloy 625, Si strongly influences Laves phase formation. With lower contents of Si, it is possible to
replace Laves with NbC by increasing carbon as mentioned earlier. It is to be mentioned here that the
Ni-Nb phase diagram does not contain a Laves phase of the type Ni2Nb; rather Ni3Nb exists along
with solid solution of Nb in Ni. But ternary additions can promote Laves phase formation at the
expense of Ni3Nb. Thus a ternary Laves phase of the form Ni3SiNb2 is known to exist [10].
However, in case of Inconel 718, the effect of segregation of Si is not so significant to
influence Laves phase formation, because of its higher Fe content. It is known that a Laves phase of
Fe2Nb exists between Fe and Nb. So in Inconel 718, Fe is present in sufficient amounts to promote
Laves phase formation even without Si [9].
Mo is another element which promotes Laves phase formation. It replaces Nb in the Laves
phase and is known to increase the terminal solidification temperature. The Laves phase, Ni2Mo, in
Ni-Mo phase diagram has a higher melting point than most of the other prototypic Laves phases. It is
also known that replacement of Nb with Ta (a more expensive alloying addition) in Inconel 718
increases the terminal solidification temperature of Laves phase from 1198°C to 1225°C, improving
resistance to weld metal cracking considerably [36]. The terminal solidification temperature in Ni-base
alloys has also been shown to increase with decreasing ratio between Ni and Fe. Thus alloy 718 with
a Ni/Fe ratio of about 2.8 has a higher terminal solidification temperature of 1200°C than the alloy 625
with a Ni/Fe ratio of 27 which has a terminal solidification temperature of 1150°C [37]. However, the
weldability of alloy 625 is better than alloy 718 despite a wider solidification range on account of its
lesser Nb content.
Ti, though known to form a prototypic Fe2Ti Laves phase with Fe (no Ni2Ti phase exists), is
neither present in sufficient amounts nor segregates to a great degree to influence Laves phase
formation in alloys of 718.
In the above discussions, at several places the formation of a prototypic Laves phase A2B
has been explained on the basis of simple binary phase diagrams. However, it should not be forgotten
that solidification leading to the formation of Laves phase is more complex in Inconel 718 than that of
the binary systems. It can be concluded that any significant improvement in the weldability of Inconel
718 can only be achieved through an equally potent replacement (which would alleviate strain age
cracking and prevent Laves from forming) for Nb.
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3.4.3 Effect of Minor Elements on hot cracking
3.4.3.1 Effect of S. P and B [341
In case of Inconel 718, it has been shown by Kelly that sulphur and phosphorus, when they
are present up to a maximum of 0.015 wt%, do not affect weldability adversely [34]. He studied the
effects of S in 718 welding filler metal on the weldability of cast alloy 718. These studies revealed that
the S content in the filler metal, when it was controlled to 6 ppm, did not improve weldability and
rather deteriorated the LCF life of weld deposit and increased hot cracking in the HAZ of weldments.
This was attributed to the need of a critical amount of a surface active element like S to promote
coherency of the matrix to strengthening phases present in the alloy while no explanations were
offered for the increase in hot cracking.
As y/Laves and y/NbC are the major low melting phases in Inconel 718, sulphur, within the
maximum limits as specified above, plays a subordinate role in promoting weld metal cracking. In fact,
in the studies carried out by Kelly, within the ranges employed to study effects of elements such as S,
C and B on weldability of cast 718, B was found to be the most detrimental, which is a crucial addition
to achieve good creep properties. An increase in boron content from 0.001 wt% to 0.01 wt% (in
comparison, C was varied between 0.001 wt% to 0.1 wt% and S was varied between 0.001 wt% to
0.015 wt%), very nearly doubled the hot cracking susceptibility. Hot stage SEM observations revealed
the role of boron in assisting wetting of grain boundaries by Laves liquid films, which explains the
increased hot cracking susceptibility exhibited by boronated samples. It is possible to manipulate the
wetting characteristics of such liquids with suitable additives to minimise hot cracking. Thus in Nbbearing S.S of type 347, addition of Mg has been stated to diminish microcracking presumably due to
its effect in increasing the surface tension of residual liquid of the Laves type. In presence of such
additions residual liquids do not wet dendritic boundaries as they tend to remain as 'globules'.
However, transfer of Mg and also Al and Ti across an arc from welding consumable to the weld metal
is difficult owing to the fugitive nature of these elements. Mg, when present above 0.030 wt%, is
reported to increase fusion zone cracking susceptibility in Inconel 718.
When nominal content of P is increased to -0.025 wt%, its segregation is known to strongly
aid intergranular corrosion, when Cr content falls below 12% in Ni-base weld metals [35].
3.4.3.2 Effect of Mn^SlAI andjion

hot cracking [331

It is true that, Nb-rich Laves is the major low melting phase contributing to hot cracking in
alloy 718, when S and P are present below 0.015 wt%. However, considerable amounts of these
impurities can be picked up by high nickel weld metal during welding of dissimilar metals like ferritic
steels with austenitic stainless steels (as in the case of transition joints between heat exchangers of
ferritic steel and super heater tubes of austenitic stainless steel in fossil and nuclear power plants).
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The investigations carried out by Savage et al. on the beneficial role exercised by element1.'., such as
Si, Mn, Al and Ti in counteracting the detrimental effects of impunties like S and P in alloy 600 (a non
age-hardenable alloy of nominal composition, Ni-72%, Fe-12%, Cr-15%, Si-0.05%, Mn-0.06%, Ti &
AI-0.03%) are relevant to be discussed here. These investigations showe;d that, in the presence of
one of the elements such as Mn, Si, Al or Ti, the detrimental effects of S and P can b<a counteracted
to minimise microcracking. When S and P contents approach 0.015 wt%, the alloy shows very poor
weldabHity, as their solubility in the austenite matrix is practically nil, in absence of one of the
aforesaid elements. It is attributed to the strong segregation of S and P during solidification and
subsequent depression of the solidus temperature of grain boundaries. A'sso such impurities
encourage the low melting liquids to wet grain boundaries by towering the solid-liquid interfacial
energy. It is well known from Ni-S and Ni-P phase diagrams that additions of S and P drastically
depress the liquidus and solidus temperatures. When Mn or S' is added, presumably due to their
effect in increasing solid-liquid interfacial energy and deoxidising capabilities, the susceptibility to
microcracking is greatly reduced. However, when both Mn and Si are present together, probably due
to interactions among themselves, which have not been explored in depth, they are not as effective in
reducing hot cracking as when only one of them is present. Al and Ti were also found to exhibit
similar effects on weldability.
In case of Inconel 718, Al and Ti are utilised in the formation of the strengthening constituent
of y". Addition of Mn can possibly counteract the detrimental contributions of S and P to weld metal
cracking. The role of Mn in reducing hot cracking of fully austenitic stainless steels by forming higher
melting MnS instead of the low melting FeS is well recognized since mid thirties. However Mn is not
that effective in reducing hot cracking when Ni contents are high (> 25 wt%) enough to promote the
formation of the low melting Ni3S2 [38].
In case of fully austenitic 25/20 Cr-Ni stainless steels, an optimum addition of La (the amount
was worked out on the basis of S and P contents) has proved to be beneficial in improving weldability
[39]. Additions of rare earth elements have been known to exert two significant influences which
minimise hot cracking very much. Firstly they fix sulphur and phosphorus by forming their high
temperature refractory compounds (such as oxysulphides and oxyphosphides). Such high melting
and thermodynamically stable inclusions form readily owing to the greater affinity of rare earth
elements towards O, S and P. Secondly these additions are capable of refining weld metal structure
thereby minimising segregation. However, higher contents of such additions adversely affect
weldability due to the formation of their own low melting eutectics with the alloying elements of the
austenitic matrix. To the best of the available information, there have been no report regarding the
usage of rare earth elements in Ni-base filler metals or alloys with the aim of improving weldability.
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3.5 Welding considerations
Welding of Inconel 718 can be carried out using GTAW, GMAW or SMAW processes. GTAW
is usually preferred as it provides smooth and clean weld deposits. The welding procedures applicable
to austenitic stainless steels hold good for Inconel 718 also. Alloys of 718 distort as much as carbon
steels during welding as their thermal expansion characteristics are very much similar to them. Some
of the practical difficulties such as poor penetration due to lack of fluidity of molten metal can be
overcome with a judicious combination of joint design and heat input. A groove geometry with an
included angle of 90°, with an increasing root gap in the welding direction, as shown in Fig. 20 has
been found to improve penetration in the joints [30]. Ar + He mixtures can also be used to increase
heat input and hence penetration. The joints and adjoining regions located at distances of at least 25
mm on either side, should be cleaned thoroughly and made free from even traces of ingredients such
as grease, oil, paint, marking crayons, temperature indicating crayons, etc. Even trace amounts of
these ingredients are known to cause cracking in the HAZ. The welding is preferably carried out in the
solution treated condition (925-950°C/1 hr followed by water quenching) without any preheat, though
the risk of PWHT cracking is minimal in age hardened Inconel 718. PWHT may not be required in
most of the applications except in cases where precipitation hardening is required and stress relieved
joints are needed to combat problems such as SCC.

3.6 Mechanical properties of welds
The tensile properties of welds of Inconel 718 determined at 595°C after different postweld
heat treatments are shown in Fig. 21 [7j. The data for the parent metal at the same temperature is
also provided in the figure for comparison. As it can be seen from this figure, in the as welded
condition, the properties are quite inferior to that of the base metal. A direct age hardening treatment
(normaily done for 2 hrs between 600-650°C), though improves the tensile strength, significantly
reduces the ductility. On the other hand, with a full heat treatment cycle, where the age hardening is
preceded by a homogenisation treatment (1065°C/1 hr), the properties of the welded joints can be
made to virtually match those of the parent metal. The presence of Laves phase in the as-welded
condition greatly impairs the ductility and prevents effective y" precipitation from occurring when welds
are subjected to a direct age hardening treatment. When homogenisation is employed prior to the age
hardening treeatment, Laves phase is solutionised, leading to a complete recovery of properties in the
welds. The presence of Laves phase is also detrimental to impact properties.
The creep and fatigue properties of welds of Inconel 718 are of greater concern in nuclear
and aerospace applications. Shown in Fig. 22, is the low cycle fatigue properties, determined at
595°C, for two configurations of weldments and they are compared with the properties of parent metal
[7]. While the cast structure of both the weldments degrade the LCF properties, the weldments,
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where the reinforcement has been removed by grinding (weld with bead of.) show better LCF
properties than the weldments with the reinforcement left on (weld with 'jead on). The stress
concentration existing at the weld reinforcement, additionally reduces the LCF properties, if it is left
on. However, such wetds with reinforcement are expected to show better creep properties due to the
additional thickness effect.
While filler metal of a matching composition can be used to weld Inconel 718 to achieve good
mechanical properties, the risk of solidification cracking and its influence on mechanical properties
cannot be ignored. Such cracks are fine and not revealed by NDT. The presence of these cracks can
degrade mechanical properties and especially under creep and fatigue conditions of service, they can
grow leading to failures in the welded joint. Hence a filler metal has to be chosen carefully keeping in
view the fabrication and service weldability requirements. The offect of filler metals with unmatching
composition on specific properties of Inconel 718 welds has not been investigated in detail. Dilution, in
such cases, would definitely lead to lower mechanical properties in weld metals, but the risk of hot
cracking could possibly be reduced. Inconel filler metal 82 is a better choice for wolding alloy 718 as it
has alower Nb content (2.0 to 3.0%) and thus better solidification cracking resistance.

4. Summary
Inconel 718 is generally considered weldable, only in the context of PWHT cracking problem,
which is known to occur in the age-hardenable Ni-base alloys containing 3 to 5% Al and Ti. The
addition of Nb, which has averted the PWHT cracking problem, has rendered this alloy very much
susceptible to hot cracking. The propensity of this alloy to such cracking has been a major persistent
problem during the fabrication of sodium-water heat exchangers of fast breeder reactor steam
generators. The cracking has been observed to occur in the HAZ as well as the weld metal.
The cracking in the HAZ, in case of wrought alloys, is attributed to the constitutional liquation
of NbC, while both Laves and NbC liquate in cast alloys. However, the extent of cracking can be
minimised with an appropriate preweld heat treatment and the influence of such a heat treatment in
reducing cracking has been shown, in case of cast alloys, to be more potent than a reduction in the
contents of minor elements such as carbon and sulphur. Wrought alloys also, when subjected to a
preweld heat treatment of 925°C, exhibit much better cracking resistance in the HAZ than the alloys
subjected to either a high temperature homogenisation treatment of 1065cC or an age hardening
treatment of 650°C. The difference in the HAZ cracking susceptibility arising due to preweld heat
treatments has been described in terms of the associated precipitation and segregation reactions. A
preweld heat treatment of 925°C promotes the formation of Ni3Nb which impedes the immediate
liquation of NbC as the precipitation/dissolution kinetics of NbC is dependent on the presence of
Ni3Nb. For NbC to liquate, the dissolution of Ni3Nb has to take place first. This delay in the liquation of
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NbC explains the better crack resistance exhibited by the material when it is heat treated at 925°C
prior to welding.
On the other hand, both the preweld heat treatments of 650°C and 1065°C drastically reduce
the crack resistance of alloys of 718. The liquation of NbC is again delayed in the material heat
treated at 650°C which promotes the formation of y". However, this preweld heat treatment has been
found to cause enrichment of grain boundaries with sulphur so as to cause immediate liquation during
welding which lowers the crack resistance of the material. The liquation of NbC is uninhibited in the
material subjected to 1065°C treatment in the absence of precipitates such as, y", 8 etc. The problem
of HAZ cracking has also been found to be more pronounced in cast alloys and wrought alloys with a
grain size coarser than ASTM # 6. As the amount of liquation per unit area will be more in the coarse
grained materials, they are more prone to cracking.
The effect of prior cold work on HAZ cracking has also been investigated. Alloys of 718, when
welded in the cold worked state, have been found to exhibit better crack resistance. This has been
attributed to the recrystallization process that occurs in the HAZ of such materials which enables the
grain boundaries to move away from harmful impurity elements and other liquating phases.
While the HAZ cracking susceptibility of Inconel 718 can be reduced with a suitable preweld
heat treatment, solidification cracking in the weld metal, which is encountered either during
autogeneous welding or with a filler metal of matching composition, can be controlled only with better
alloy design. Alloy 718 has been found to exhibit much lower weld metal cracking resistance
compared to austenitic stainless steels such as 304 (with 3 to 4% 5-ferrite). This is attributed to the
much wider solidification range associated with a low melting y/Laves eutectic in the interdendritic
regions which solidifies at a much lower temperature (1198°C) than the bulk solidus of the alloy
(1320°C). The formation of y/Laves is chiefly promoted by the enhanced segregation of Nb, in the
interdendritic regions during solidification. It has been found that impurities such as S and P, when
present up to 0.015 wt%, exert almost a negligible influence on hot cracking in the alloys of 718. Alloy
625, with a lower Nb content, has been found to exhibit greater hot cracking resistance. Hence any
significant improvement in the cracking resistance of Inconel 718 can only be achieved by seeking a
suitable substitute foi- Nb.
Heat input has also been found to exert a significant influence on hot cracking. Higher heat
inputs have bee;n recommended to minimise HAZ cracking though they may increase the risk of weld
metal cracking. Additionally, such high heat inputs are expected to lower mechanical properties of
welds, as it h?is been reported in the weld deposits made using Inconel 82 filler metal.
Inconel 718 filler metals can be used to deposit welds of strength close to that of the agehardened p arent metal with an optimum combination of welding parameters and PWHT. However, in
applications, where the risk of weld metal cracking is of greater concern, they cannot be used to
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obtain crack-free weld deposits. These cracks can grow to cause cracking failure in the joints under
creep and fatigue service conditions. In such cases, filler metals such as Inconol 62, Inconel 82 or
Inconel 182, which have a lower Nb content, may be used.
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Table 1 Chemical composition of Inconel 718 (in wt%)

Ni

50-55

2.80-3.30

Mo

Cr 17-21
Mn.Si ,0.35 max
B
10.006 max
Fe 15-22
\ 0.08 max
Nb 4.75-5.50 C
,0.015 max
Al 0.20-0.80 S
Ti

0.65-1.15

residual

Mg

Table 2 Phases present in Inconel 718 [3]

Phase
MC
M6C
Laves
y"

Y
5

Composition
Nb(TiMo)C
Mo(Ni)6C
(FeNiCr)2(NbMoTiSi)
Ni3(NbAITi)
Ni3(AITiNb)
Ni3Nb

Crystal structure

FCC
FCC
hexagonal
BCT
FCC
orthorhombic

Table 3 Elemental md values [12]

md

Element
Ni
Mo
Al
Ti
Fe
Cr

0.717
1.550
1.900
2.271
2.66
1.142
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Table 4 Volume fraction of Carbide and Laves phases [25]

Wt.% Carbon

Heat Treatment

% Carbide

% Laves

0.02

As cast

1.17 + 0.38

0.545

0.02

1 hrat1095 o C + 1hrat927 o C

0.64 ± 0.26

1.086

0.02

1 hrat1095°C+ 1 hrat650°C

0.64 ± 0.24

trace

0.06

As cast

1.96 ±0.39

1.44

0.06

1 hr at 1095°C + 1 hr at 927°C

1.00 + 0.36

0.510

0.06

1 hrat1095°C + 1 hrat650°C

1.03 ±0.36

trace

Table 5 Summary of Liquation Behaviours [27]

Preweld heat
treatment
Solution Annealed

Homogenized
Homogenized and
aged

Gleeble conditions
Peak temperature (°C) Isothermal
hold
1200
No
1215
Yes
1227
No
1200
No
1200
No
1215
Yes
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Liquation behaviour
Carbide liquation
Grain boundary
liquation
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 6 Effect of preweld heat treatment on hot cracking in HAZ:- A summary
Preweld heat
treatment

Extent of
Second phase
hot cracking precipitates*

Low

1050-1100°C+

High

650°C

Remarks

Nb

1050-1100°C
High
(homogenization)

900-950°C
(solution
treatment)

Segregation of
Impurities Solutes

NUNb

NbC readily liquates in the absence of Nb-based precipitates such as y",
leading to extensive hot cracking. As the concentration of free Nb in the
matrix is the highest in the preweld heat treatment of homogenization
among all heat treatments, segregation of Nb to grain boundaries also
occurs leading to a depression of the soiidus temperature. Such local
enrichment of Nb can also occur in places far away from the fusion line due
to dissolution of NbC where the temperatures are not high enough to cause
liquation of NbC. Consequently, these regions liquate.
-

The liquation of NbC is prevented from occurring instantaneously as the
preweld heat treatment promotes the formation of Wi$Nb. For NbC to
dissociate and hence liquate, Ni3Nb has to dissolve first. Nb segregation to
grain boundaries during rapid heating is unlikely because of the iesser free
Nb content in the matrix due to the presence of Ni3Nb. Hence the material in
the solution annealed condition has better crack resistance.
-

(Ni3(NbAiTi)3

(homogenization
•age
hardening)

*NbC is present in all preweld heat treatments

The carbide liquation is impeded here also as y" precipitates wit! have to
dissolve first. The Nb segregation is also not possible owing to the
depletion of the free Nb content as y" precipitates are present. However it is
known that this preweld heat treatment saturates grain boundaries with
sulphur. This enrichment results in ready liquation during welding because
of the depression of soiidus temperature associated with such impurity
segregation. Consequently this preweld heat treatment aggravates
intergranular cracking susceptibility.

Table 7 The properties of Inconel 82 weld deposits as a function of heat input [31]

Heat input
(kJ/mm)
0.20
0.37
0.95
1.23
1.95
3.00
4.10

Method of
welding
GMAW
GMAW
GMAW
GMAW
GMAW
SAW
SAW

Grain dia(nm)

elongation (%)

140

21
37
41
39
185
38
40

185
140
200
220
230

reduction in
area (%)
22
53
47
53
41
29
43

Charpy energy
(J)
160
160
140
130
43
j
100

Table 8 Various reaction temperatures observed during solidification of alloys of 625
and 718 [32]]

Alloy
No
1
2
3
4
Alloy
718

Nb

C

Si

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
5.2

0.009
0.038
0.008
0.035
0.04

0.03
0.03
0.38
0.46
0.20

Terminal solidification constituents and
their solidification temperatures (°C)
y/Laves(1150)
y/NbC(1246)
y/M6C (1206), y/Laves(1148)
y/NbC (1231), y/Laves(1158)
y/NbC (1250), y/Laves (1198)
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Liquidus
Solid us
temperature (CC) temperature(°C
1363
1308
1362
1289
1356
1287
1352
1275
1362
1320

Table 9 Contents of Fe, Cr and C in some high Ni filler metals

Filler metal

82
182
718

Cr
18.0 -22.0
13.0 -17.0
17.0 -21.0

Fe
3.0 max.
10.0 max.
15.0-21.0

C
0 .10 max.
0 .10 max.
0 08 max.

Table 10 Chemical composition of Laves phase as against bulk composition in alloys 625
and 718 [9,32]

Alloy
625
718

Composition
Laves
Bu(k
Laves
Bulk

Ni
51.9
62.0
45.2
52.3

Cr
15.8
21.7
13.0
18.3

Fe
1.4
2.3
11.6
18.2
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Nb
15.5
3.6
22.4
5.4

Mo
13.7
9.7
4.9
3.1

Si
1.5
0.38
1.6
0.23

Ti
0
0.06
1.1
0.9
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